Authority: Executive Committee Item 34.8, as adopted by City of Toronto Council on October 8, 9, 10 and 11, 2013 and Executive Committee Item 36.4, as adopted by City of Toronto Council on December 16, 17 and 18, 2013

CITY OF TORONTO

BY-LAW No. 1644-2013

To amend City of Toronto Municipal Code Chapter 140, Lobbying, to update Schedule A, Exempted Municipal Level Corporations and Other Bodies.

Whereas under sections 7 and 8 of the City of Toronto Act, 2006 (the "Act") and the specific powers in sections 165 to 169 of Part V, Accountability and Transparency, of the Act, the City may pass by-laws to regulate lobbying activities, including the appointment of a Registrar; and

Whereas Council enacted Chapter 140, Lobbying, and exempted certain municipal level corporations and other bodies and wishes to update the exemptions;

The Council of the City of Toronto enacts:

1. Schedule A, Exempted Municipal Level Corporations and Other Bodies, to Chapter 140, Lobbying, is amended as follows:
   A. By adding as new items "Casa Loma Corporation", "Lakeshore Arena Corporation" and "Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre Inc." to Schedule A in alphabetical order.
   B. By deleting "Enwave Energy Corporation" from the listed items.
   C. By deleting the words "Toronto Economic Development Corporation" and replacing it with the following "Toronto Economic Development Corporation (operating as Toronto Port Lands Company)"
   D. By deleting the words "Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation" and replacing it with the following "Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation (operating as Waterfront Toronto)"
   E. By deleting the words "Toronto Transit Consulting Ltd." and replace it with "Toronto Transit Infrastructure Ltd."
   F. By renumbering the items so that the list is now numbered from A to V

2. This by-law comes into force immediately.

Enacted and passed on December 17, 2013.

Frances Nunziata, Ulli S. Watkiss, Speaker City Clerk

(Seal of the City)